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terms of a commercial,
nations that defend
political and military
themselves.
Three important
relationship with the UK there are so many
appointments were made but also with those people obstacles but I do not
this month. The first
who are tired of this
want to give up or give
being Frank Lannetta
poison and oppression.
myself to win'
who is an Italian living in this slimy and malignant I would like to give back
Britain who has taken on society, where excuses
to Italian Fascism and
the role Of NBU Liasion
and excuses are found to every comrade who
Officer for Italy.
humiliate and describe
fought to defend Italy
others, cancel the
Fascist, the justice denied
individual here is the
by an international court
game of capitalism
that unjustly condemned
destroy culture, the
only people who once
individual, race-ethnicity again tried not to survive
(origins and identity), etc life but to live it.
we are at war and as such
we must respond by
Legionaries and fight for
our sovereignty and living
space.
Known as well as in
England healthy and ideal
values are repeatedly
raped and trampled, you
are not alone in this war
I've been fighting for a
fake and slimy society for where it wants to be
years, principles of nation destroyed and divided.
The next appointment is
and people must triumph We will march together
like our predecessors did. that of our former Youth
as the safeguard of
I am finding it difficult to Officer who has now taken
culture and of the
on the role of NBU Liasion
individual that today is a raise the Axis and a new Officer for Greece. We
alliance in collaboration
taboo.
would like to thank
I want to create a strong with healthy individuals
Vassalis for his work
and even those few
and close relationship
building the youth section
internationally, not only in
which will now be run by
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our third appointment
Joshua Turner.

propaganda of our
multitude of dimensions
opponents. Of course, our to the shape of our
It is a pleasure to stand propaganda must be an current state of affairs
as youth leader. I am a
appeal to sentiment also, and how it came to be
former Sergeant in the
but to a lesser extent so this way, all perceive the
ACF, I am a true patriot the truth of the message lie and are open to the
to my country and see
is blatantly apparent. Onlytruth. It is just delivering
how the current
propaganda that is rooted this in a format that is
government is strangling in lies and deception is
understood and
our nation, I see Fascism required to be wholly
irrefutable, this is not
as the only way forward exessive emotional and
difficult as when your
and if you would be able sentiment driven to mask opponents can only attack
to lead this country to
it's baselessness and
you with the usual tirade
greatness through this
vapidity. It is becoming
of banalities and
great ideology I would
very real for many people, hysterical nonsense (I
gracefully follow you. I
they see the reality of this trust I need not elaborate,
am a working class chap 'progress', and many,
you all know them well)
and still in education
more than we could think whilst not disproving or
however I would like to
in our most optimistic
actually challenging a
dedicate my spare time to moments, will likely know single point, you have
the cause, I have been a this 'progress' for what it truth on your side. We,
Moselyite for well over a is- a harmful and
Comrades, have the truth
year and want to give
dangerous regression.
on our side. Those that do
people a new idea of
have the strength and
fascism, I am from North
dedication, the bravery,
Nottinghamshire in a
the confidence and the
forming mining town that
fanaticism and will to
is rife with socialism. I am
stand up may do so alone
from a working class
or as a small cell will,
background and I see the
even on a local scale, look
only solution to the
behind them and see that
Socialist plague is
people are following
Fascism.
them. The courage and
morale of most are
PROPAGANDA POINTS
bolstered by the resolve
and will of even just one
I won't go into depth
individual. Maybe 1 in
about propaganda, but
every 1,000 or even just
there are a couple of
1 in every 10,000 or less
major points which are in Whether deep down on a than that has the true
our favour, as I see it.
capability to lead the way,
sub-conscious level to
Propaganda must be
especially given the very
some degree, or
rooted in truth, not the
unfavourable
consciously aware and
entirely specious,
circumstances
have a real intellectual
sentiment driven
contemporary to our time.
understanding of the
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I don't know the statistic,
or even if such a statistic
exists, but I know that
few are born leaders and
most are born followers.
It could be encapsulated
into a simple phrase in
that where one dares to
take the lead, others will
dare to follow.

did however, manage to
meet another Northwest
migrant there who I
assume may be well
suited to replace
Covington.

of the Northwest Front
podcasts that this
newsfeed continued for so
long, and I therefore see
no reason to continue it
on this platform.

I first came to know of
Nevertheless before the
the Northwest Front
news of Covington's
through Covington's
passing away reached me
podcasts in 2011, have
I established a Twitter
Ian
been a regular listener
feed as a replacement to
and occasional contributor save time and effort on
SAD LOSS OF A on Radio Northwest ever my part, which you can
since then and have been find by linking here:
COMRADE
actively involved in
https://twitter.com/LWN2
attempting
to
grow
and
281
It is with profound
develop The Party's
disappointment and
I have no idea whether I
regret that I inform you political and economic
theory.
It
is
therefore
with
intend to keep it updated
that the leader of the
supreme
frustration
and
or not as the news of
Northwest Front Harold
disbelief that I learned of Covington's passing is
Armstrong Covington,
Covington's unfortunately very depressing, and in a
died in Bremerton
way defeats the purpose
Washington from a heart timed passing, perhaps
only hours or even
of my keeping this variety
condition between
th
minutes
away
from
of concentrated news and
Monday the 16 and
actually
meeting
the
man
entertainment well
Thursday the 19th of July
in person. - What would it circulated.
at the age of 64.
have been like if I had
actually met Harold, only http://northwestfront.org/
Unbelievably, I was
actually in Bremerton on to see the man pass away 2018/07/radio-freethe 17th, 18th and 19th right there in front of me Inorthwest-july-26thwonder! Covington, a
2018/
of July in an attempt to
reincarnationist,
was
the
meet him face to face. Which is why these emails primary recipient for this Best wishes and
were suddenly suspended emailing list, as it was my condolences,
intention to do my part in
for about a week.
keeping the Northwest
Chris White
Front up to date with all
We were arranging a
meeting on the evening of relevant news in the
mainstream, semiMonday the 16th Pacific
Time by email after which mainstream and YouTube
he suddenly fell silent and media for their weekly
podcast. It was for his
I left the Puget Sound
area on Friday the 20th. I benefit and for the benefit
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transport and even empty
Fascism is a
movement of action boxes. Our hope is that if
- a call to arms or a hundreds of members
have or can find various
different way you pieces (tell friends and
can help!
family we are raising an
Fascism has always been
associated with men of
action, our symbol stands
for Action in Unity, the
best selling fascist
newspaper in Britain was
called Action. The British
Union was led by a man
of Action and now today
we are calling for your
Action men!

army, an army of action
men!) we will be able to
put a number of full
complete sets together
out of everything that
comes in.

We already have some
figures with missing limbs
waiting to be patched up
and returned to duty so
please have a look in your
attics and sheds or visit
Yes NBU wants your
some boot sales see if you
original 1960's – 70's
can pick something up for
Palitoy Action man figures pennies which we can
and equipment to help
turn into pounds!
raise funds. We do
everything differently to Action Man reports will be
the old failing parties,
included in every months
raising funds is no
Blackshirt issue.
exception.
Repackaged complete sets
We have set aside space will also be for sale in
in the office to clean,
NBU Store. So what are
repair and repack vintage you waiting for? Get your
Action Man figures which troops fell in and give
we will then sell on the
them their marching
collectors market to help orders to ;
fund our operations.
Every original item will be NBU Office
welcome as each piece
C/O Gary Raikes
will go to building
Hill of Colp Croft
complete sets of uniform Turriff
etc. We are building lists Aberdeenshire
of all original releases
AB53 8HL
between 1964 and 1974. Scotland
This includes figures,
uniforms, equipment,

Our first customer
before and after
treatment!
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HAVE YOUR SAY

Time for PM to show
Much has been said in
some backbone.
an effort to persuade
Despite being nearly 80 at the people that British
the time, I leafleted and fascism will deny them
voted for us to leave the the rights of free
speech. When in fact it
European Union.
will bring to this country
Along with many others, for the first time real
opportunities for free
this was so we could
become an independent speech.
country again. I wanted
us to control our own
borders.

A man talking in his sleep
is not indulging in his
democratic right of free
speech. yet the system
It's about time Mrs May would have you believe
and her cronies realised that the greater absurdity
this and stopped messing of a number of people
Okay.
I've decided its time to about! The English folk
talking on subjects of
have spoken and we want which they know nothing
leave the NF.
The other day I shared a to be listened to. We have is the essence of freedom.
offered the EU a lot [too
post from another
much?]. They have
patriotic party, only to
They interpret freedom of
receive a message from offered us nothing.
speech as the freedom to
the NF saying " by doing
talk, the freedom
so, the other party may We should just walk away. invariably used to delay
poach our members"...I They are making such a action. So we see the
thought we was all in the fuss about Ireland which governing body of the
is none of their business. country devoting it’s time
great struggle between
us..this is whats wrong
to petty rights of
If they want to sell us
with the Nationalist
obstruction, and any
their cars, washing
community, too many
group, however
machines, wine and
egos.
insignificant their
champagne,
we
will
talk
In all honesty, I was
numbers, can in that
never really comfortable but if they act like they
place of government by
with the NF, just the name are doing now then we
use of obstructionist
should
not
talk.
Come
on,
spells trouble and
tactics delay, if they so
violence, so I'll continue Prime Minister May, show desire, great policies of
some backbone. England action.
my patriotism working
has stood up to Europe
with other groups.
before so let's do it again. Gary
Mike
Granville V Stone
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NBU OFFICERS PAGE

social gathering of fellow
YORKSHIRE CALLING Blackshirts to spend time

with like minded people
A NBU member has set up
and strengthen ties
a discussion group on
between us then please
Discord. This will be a
contact me ...email
place for members to chat
officer@newbritishunion.c
online, share ideas and
o.uk
build comradeship. It will
4/ Send email address for
not be used for moaning
at least one new member
and petty infighting
NBU
Security
Officer
John
for NBU Office to contact.
anyone indulging in that
Forrester is organising a
sort of behavior will be
5/ Organise a local get
get
together of members
swiftly removed! This
together to establish a
and supporters if you
page will be for
working cell.
forwarding our movement would like to know more
please contact John on You should aim to do
not for gossip and tittlenbuyorkshire@gmail.com all of these tasks, in
tattle.
any order, one a month
up to October when we
https://t.co/8ULaCJYND0
will hold our annual
All officers
meeting.
You are required to
undertake at least one
of the tasks below
NEW MUSIC SITES
before the end of the
month.
1/ Send in photos of
yourself, a flag, stickers or
poster taken in your area
at a well known landmark.
2/ Send in an
article/letter for inclusion
in this months Blackshirt.
3/ Send in a short video
of yourself appealing to
your local members (see
script below)
Hello, my name is ….......
I am the NBU Regional
Officer for …........... if you
JOIN TODAY AND
STRENGTHEN THE BOND live in this region and
OF NBU COMRADESHIP would like to attend a
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BLOG RARE BOOKS
www.blograrebooks.co.uk

removed with their bare
hands men among whom

were some armed with
such weapons as razors
Lots of rare and
interesting books well and knives. The audience
were then able to listen to
worth a visit
a speech which lasted for
Mosley’s last letter, 26 nearly two hours.
November 1980
Yours faithfully,
To the Editor of the New
Oswald Mosley.
Statesman
Sir,
In your issue of 21
November there was a
reference to my Olympia
meeting. The simple facts
have often been published
without disproof. The
largest audience ever
seen at that time
assembled to fill the
Olympia hall and hear the
speech. A small minority
determined by continuous
shouting to prevent my
speech being heard. After
due warning our stewards
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NBU OFFICE
NEEDS YOUR
HELP

can carry on the struggle.

As members will know
NBU has been under
constant attack since
forming in 2012. Our
enemies will not stop nor
must we! They have got
I am sorry to have to be
our paypal account
closed, the new donorbox writing to you again so
soon. Donorbox closed
account shut down and
our account, not for
banks refusing to do
business with us. This has anything we have done,
not even for anything we
interfered with the
running of NBU especially have said but because of
the office rental.Of course who we are! All other
political groups are fine,
that is why they do it!
they are happy to deal
with them. We on the
The office is a great
success, it has allowed us other hand they are
to increase membership happy to discriminate
and propaganda, to hold against, we are once
again being treated like
all NBU property, flags
second class citizens, it is
posters banners
a disgrace.
computers printers
litrature etc in one safe
Of course this is all part of
place.
the plan to stop fascism

donate picture in NBU
Store on our website.
This is a brand new
account opened in my
name (as NBU simply
cannot open one) with
Santander that will be
used solely for the
movement. The form is
already filled in with these
details.

The struggle continues I
progressing, which we
If we lose the office we cannot and must not let hope you will continue to
lose the fight
happen. To help us out at support us going forward.
this critical time I would
All members will have
urge you to fill out the
received an email with a attached standing order
standing order form
pro-forma to take to your
attached, if you havent
bank. This will ensure we
please let us know.
receive your generous
I would urge you to set
monthly donations. Or
up a monthly debit of ten you can donate by credit
pounds to help secure the card by clicking on the
rent for the office so we
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the attack, while the
themselves. There is a
political elite arrange trips great deal of superficial
to conferences all over
talk about a vague thing
the world at the expense called “The revolutionary
Six years ago Gary Raikes of the tax-payers.
spirit”. Some of it comes
re-lit the torch of fascism
from those who contribute
in Britain by founding New To our members and
to its ends by talk alone.
British Union. Many times supporters we say the
What they do not realise
during that period
time is ripe to redouble
is that the achievement of
determined attempts have our efforts to carry the
revolution can only be
been made to extinguish light to those still in
successful when based
that torch by enemies,
darkness. To the real
very often disguised as
patriot we say, "Rally to upon the solid
friends. Sometimes they our banner and help us to achievement of sheer
hard work brought about
have almost succeeded. repair the errors of our
by the revolutionary in
The light flickered and
failed political parties."
grew dim, but there was They have all betrayed us. their community.
that vital spark which
Our programme is sane,
The first qualification of
kept it alive through the and, above all else,
the member who takes
stress of bad times until practical. It aims at
at last it is kindling into a placing our country on a part in 'Operation Citadel'
flame that will sweep the sound basis to get back to is the knowledge of
discipline and the ability
whole country.
where she should be as
the leader of the world in to submit to it. The
Thinking people of all
everything which makes voluntary discipline of the
movement is a finer
classes, tired of the mess for progress and
conception and one more
in which our professional prosperity.
difficult to achieve than
politicians have landed us,
are beginning to seek a
Join our ranks now, and any other. To become the
real alternative. British
hasten the day when we steel to which the weak
Fascism is able, and
can once more hold our turn in times of difficulty
means, perhaps, years of
willing, to supply it.
heads high as proud
self training. It means the
British fascism is as
citizens of the greatest
understanding of the
distinct from italian
country under the sun.
ideas of British Fascism ,
Fascism as German
and a passionate belief in
national Socialism is from Sam Curtis
the power of one man to
both, the only thing
NBU secretary
lead our country.
common to all is the spirit
of patriotism which
The whole objective of
I would urge our
animates any fascist
New British Union
members, and those
movement.
movement is
patriots yet to join, to set
revolutionary. In other
British fascism can save words to achieve success about this task with the
Britain from the forces of we must achieve a
same spirit that they take
disloyalty and disruption revolutionary change in
part in rallies,
which are gathering for
the minds of the people demonstrations and

RALLY TO OUR
BANNER
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Leadership, loyalty,
old, to do whatever they
marches. They must
discipline, decision are the can to promote the
create the necessary
great instruments by
movement, to build upon
background and
which Fascism will carry this our sixth and most
preparation for revolution. through the changes that successful year and make
The revolution will be won will end poverty and
2018 the year of the
in our communities, at
suffering and lift Great
Blackshirt.
grass root level in our
Britain to a pinnacle
Citadels!
among the nations.
On the work of members Fascism, like all the faiths
in this patient community of the past is common to
all nations, but in Britain
propaganda is laid the
underlying soundness of it will find its highest
expression and
organisation, the
development, because it
necessary basis for all
is more naturally adapted
revolutionary action. In
to Britain than to any
the great advance our
other country.
feet must be firmly
planted not on the shifting The essence of Fascism is
sands of flux and hysteria, teamwork, the power to
but on the firm rock of
pull together and sink
British Fascist discipline. individual interest in the
This discipline now rests common cause of the
in the new advance of our nation. These same
movement upon the
qualities have been the
individual and as such
essence of the British
becomes an even finer
character in every great
thing.
moment of its destiny.
Gary Raikes
Fascism combines the
great principles of life
and action in a new
and dynamic creed of
the modern age.
Fascism stands for
revolutionary change,
and it employs the
instruments by which
the necessary changes
can be effected with
order and authority.

Fascism returns to Britain
in an hour of decadence
and of surrender, to evoke
once more the great
inspirations of the British
spirit which have led
through adversity to
triumph in every great
period of our history, and
which will not fail us now.
New British Union leads
the march back to a
better Britain; New
Fascism will lead us to a
better world. I call on all
our members, new and
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